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Learning points 

What is machine learning? 

Machine learning (ML), is a statistical process whereby a computer algorithm is trained 

through an iterative process, to autonomously predict an output. 

How can we apply ML to Radiology? 

Radiology is fundamentally a data interpretation profession and the volume of historical 

images stored, provides ripe opportunities. By training a mathematical model on existing 

datasets of images, it will “learn”  to extract features from images and to interpret those 

features. 

How useful are ML algorithms? 

Through multiple iterations of ML training, an algorithm can be both highly sensitive and 

specific. Here, we discuss an application of ML to develop a “Red Dot” model, capable of 

identifying abnormal chest radiographs, in addition to a model able to rule out pneumonia. 

What are the limitations to ML research? 

Iterative training improves algorithm efficacy - therefore, big datasets are desirable to 

optimise outputs. The availability of ethical, open sourced and reported radiological images 

is the most significant limitation to our research. 

How can we as Radiologists facilitate future ML research? 

Consideration of how we consent patients to the use of their anonymised images, in addition 

to interlinking image archives into a national database, could expedite the future of ML in 

Radiology. 
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Learning points 

Tumour histology classification is based on biopsy, that is invasive, destructive (reducing the 

number of monitoring opportunities) and suffers from poor cost efficiency. Biopsy sampling 

of a random spatial subregion of a tumour at a single time point may not be able to reflect 

the complex tumour state accurately. Furthermore, it is well known that a hallmark of 

tumours is their spatial and temporal heterogeneity. On the other hand, imaging provides an 

opportunity to extract valuable information regarding tumour characteristics in a non-invasive 

way. It’s not subjected to bias selection, since the entire tumour can be assessed multiple 

times during the course of the disease (before, during and after treatment). 

Over the past decade the advances in computational image analysis methods have provided 

a unique opportunity to transform digital standard of care medical images to mineable high 

dimensional data (radiomics) that potentially reflect tumour biology and predict patient 

outcome in several tumour types. A relatively small number of studies have addressed the 

critical question of whether radiomic metrics correlate with histopathological and genomic 

changes in regions of interest. 

Most of the radiomics methods to date have been developed and applied to measure 

average intra-tumour heterogeneity based on a single disease site per patient in primary 

tumours. In the metastatic setting, the largest metastasis has been typically chosen for 

radiomics analysis and thought to be representative of the overall tumour burden 

heterogeneity. In addition, most of the studies lack robust biological validation due to poor 

methodology for radiomics feature extraction, retrospective design and lack of adequate 

methods for accurate spatial coregistration of imaging with tissue sampling. Most 

importantly, radiomics research is still working in the space of correlation rather than 

integration with other multi-omics data. The fact that tumours displays spatial heterogeneity 

at such disparate physical scales suggests that a combined approach to integrate the 

relevant data sources (genomics, transcriptomics, radiomics) is needed to unravel the 

complexity of the disease. 
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